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Abstract: On account of the external disturbances and difficult maneuverability of a hovercraft, this paper devises a safety-guaranteed, robust, nonlinear, path-following control strategy of a hovercraft targeted for unknown dynamics, unavailable velocity, and unknown external ocean disturbances. Firstly, for the sake of accurately observing unavailable lumped disturbances and unavailable velocity measurements, a finite-time extended state observer (FTESO) is proposed. Secondly, a line-of-sight (LOS) guidance law constructed with a bounded-gain-forgetting (BGF) adaptive estimator is devised to follow the desired path while considering external environmental disturbances accurately, in which the tracking errors and the parameter estimation are both proven to be bounded. In addition, for the sake of safety, a safety-guaranteed auxiliary system that can constrain the drift angle during the hovercraft’s navigation is proposed. Thirdly, the robust, nonlinear, path-following controllers achieved high tracking performance with the constructed safety-guaranteed compensation backstepping method. Finally, according to the Lyapunov and homogeneous theories, the observation error can be guaranteed to zero and the tracking error can converge to an arbitrarily small region near zero in finite time. Numerical simulations illustrate the effectiveness for the proposed robust, nonlinear, path-following scheme.
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1. Introduction

The hovercraft’s main actuators include a vertical air rudder mounted behind every propeller and two air propellers at the stern normally [1]. Hence, the hovercraft is a typical underactuated ship. A hovercraft, as depicted in Figure 1, can run above the water surface. A hovercraft is faster than normal displacement vessels because of its low hydrodynamic resistance. Hence, the hovercraft has increasingly attracted more attention in both civil and military domains due to its particular performance [2].

Obviously, when sailing at low speed, the hovercraft has poor stability for coursing. It is easy for a hovercraft to experience heeling motion during fast turning. The above-mentioned issues highlight many safety challenges for a hovercraft. It is dangerous when the stern kick-off phenomenon happens, as it may result in the hovercraft capsizing at high speed [2]. In addition, regarding the detailed review of the available literature about a hovercraft’s trajectory tracking control [3–8], only state feedback was taken into consideration, and the literature about the output feedback on a hovercraft combined with its unique characteristics are few.

Considered that a hovercraft is a typical underactuated ship, various control methods of the underactuated surface vessels can be referenced. To solve the above difficulties, in recent years, various control methods have been reported through researchers’ efforts with remarkable success. Some robust control algorithms have been presented, subject to the high nonlinearity of underactuated surface vessels. In [9], for an underactuated ship aiming to follow the given route, an adaptive control law is proposed according to parameter...
estimation and sliding mode theory. For the sake of enhancing strong robustness and reducing oscillation of the whole control system with unavailable parameters and external environmental disturbances, an adaptive continuous sliding mode scheme is designed. In [10], constructed with the disturbance observer, a new robust formation control law via the minimal learning parameter algorithm is presented. In [11], an accurate, safety-guaranteed, area-keeping control scheme for an unmanned surface vessel is proposed that illustrates the safety and stability during the whole control. In [12], a coordinated tracking problem is considered for unmanned surface vehicles (USV) with communication delays and constrained actuation resources. Its position can be obtained by a small fraction of USVs, whereas its velocity is not available to follower USVs. An adaptive control law for path following of an unmanned surface vehicle based on deep reinforcement learning theory is proposed in [13]. The presented controller is capable of following the given path via interacting with the nearby environment.

![Figure 1. The underactuated hovercraft.](image_url)

Although the aforementioned research has good effectiveness for unknown uncertainties and external disturbances, the aforementioned control laws only consider state feedback; in other words, all ship signals are required to be known. Actually, because of the hull space and equipment cost limitation, the hovercraft is not allocated with a speed sensor or noise contamination sensor. During feedback control, a vessel’s velocity is unavailable. Therefore, the robust path-following control strategy is significant for the motion of a hovercraft. Unfortunately, few studies have been carried out with regard to the underactuated hovercraft. In [14], an attitude tracking control approach developed for the nonlinear quadrotor model guarantees the desired performance within finite time reliably. Via delay-dependent Lyapunov functional theory, the annular finite-time filters are devised and the filtering error system (FES) is illustrated to attenuate the environmental disturbances with high performance in [15]. Combined with the observer of strict-feedback nonlinear systems that observing the environmental disturbance and fuzzy approximation errors in finite time, an event-triggered fuzzy control strategy based on an adaptive technique is presented in [16] with strong robustness.

Combined with the adaptive fuzzy technique, Ref. [17] illustrates a control strategy that can follow a programmed path for underactuated vessels and achieves good tracking performance. In [18], considering surge-heading guidance, a path-following control scheme is devised. Unfortunately, these studies only consider state feedback and the unavailable velocity is ignored in [17–19]. In [20], a new FTESO is designed to observe the unavailable velocity and disturbances with good accuracy. The LOS guidance approach, which is based on velocity observations, is introduced to obtain the reference yaw law. In [21], the output feedback control laws are proposed to follow the programmed path precisely with tracking performance in finite time.
Nevertheless, it is noted that research on finite-time motion control for a hovercraft is a challenge on account of the real hovercraft’s sailing characteristics. Although the finite-time theories have good convergence performance and precision characteristics, there are few pieces of research with regard to path-following control for a hovercraft.

Motivated by the aforementioned analysis, this paper is targeted to resolve the robust, nonlinear, path-following control problem for the hovercraft with regard to the unavailable velocity measurement and unavailable external disturbances. Firstly, for the sake of observing total compound disturbances, an FTESO is devised. Secondly, based on the bounded-gain-forgetting (BGF) estimator and adaptive technique, a line-of-sight (LOS) guidance law is developed to track the programmed path with good accuracy, in which the errors converge to near zero precisely and all signals are bounded in finite time. The main characteristics of the paper are generalized as follows:

(1) Considering the real hovercraft’s motion characteristics, the FTESO is used for path following of the underactuated hovercraft. The estimation errors are proved to converge to zero accurately via homogeneous theories, and the FTESO enhances the whole system’s robustness.

(2) The reference yaw angle, which is proposed by a LOS guidance law based on the BGF adaptive estimator (BGF-LOS), can guarantee the performance of decreasing the convergence time.

(3) Aiming at safe navigation of the hovercraft, the constructed safety-guaranteed, robust, nonlinear control strategy possesses two advantages, which are its stronger, robust anti-interference ability and higher precision performance.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The preliminary, subsequently required standards and assumptions are introduced in Section 2. The reference yaw angle and the safety-guaranteed, robust, nonlinear, path-following control scheme based on FTESO are discussed in Section 3. Stability analysis is proposed in Section 4. Numerical simulations that demonstrate the feasibility and universality of the proposed control law are given in Section 5. Lastly, conclusions are shown in Section 6.

2. Preliminaries and Problem Formation

2.1. Preliminaries

**Definition 1** ([22]). For a vector \(x = [x_1, \ x_2, \ \cdots \ x_n]^T \in \mathbb{R}^n\), a continuous function \(g(x): \mathbb{R}^n \rightarrow \mathbb{R}\) is homogeneous with degree \(k\) with respect to the dilation \((\lambda^1 x_1, \ \lambda^2 x_2, \ \cdots, \lambda^n x_n)\), if \(g(\lambda^1 x_1, \ \lambda^2 x_2, \ \cdots, \lambda^n x_n) = \lambda^k g(x), \ \forall \lambda > 0, \ where \ k > -\min \{t_i\}, (i = 1, 2, \ldots, n)\).

**Lemma 1** ([23]). Suppose that there is a positive, definite, continuous Lyapunov function \(V(x, t)\) defined on \(U_1 \in \mathbb{R}^n\) of the origin and

\[
V(x, t) < -c_1 V^\alpha(x, t) + c_2 V(x, t), \ \forall x \in U_1 \setminus \{0\}
\]

where \(c_1 > 0, c_2 > 0, \ and \ 0 < \alpha < 1.\ Thus, the origin of system (1) is locally finite-time stable. The set \(U_2 = \{x | V^{1-\alpha}(x, t) \leq c_1/c_2\}\) is contained in the domain of attraction of the origin. The settling time satisfies \(T \leq \ln(1 - (c_2/c_1) V^{1-\alpha}(x_0, t_0))/(c_2 \alpha - c_2)\) for a given \(x(t_0) \in \{U_1 \cap U_2\}\).

**Lemma 2** ([24]). For \(\forall x_i \in \mathbb{R}, i = 1, \ldots, n, 0 \leq q < 1; \ then,
\[
\left(\sum_{i=1}^{n} |x_i|\right)^q \leq \sum_{i=1}^{n} |x_i|^q \leq n^{1-q} \left(\sum_{i=1}^{n} |x_i|\right)^q
\]  

(2)

**Lemma 3 ([25]).** For \( \forall x_i \in R, i = 1, \ldots, n, \) and a real number \( p > 1, \)

\[
\sum_{i=1}^{n} |x_i|^p \leq \left(\sum_{i=1}^{n} |x_i|\right)^p \leq n^{p-1} \sum_{i=1}^{n} |x_i|^p
\]  

(3)

### 2.2. Model of Underactuated Hovercraft

The three-DOF hovercraft model is as follows:

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
\dot{x} \\
\dot{y} \\
\dot{\psi}
\end{pmatrix} = S(\psi) \begin{pmatrix}
u \\
v \\
r
\end{pmatrix}^T
\]

(4)

where

\[
S(\psi) = \begin{pmatrix}
cos \psi & -sin \psi & 0 \\
sin \psi & cos \psi & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 1
\end{pmatrix}
\]

\[
M = \begin{pmatrix}
\frac{1}{m} & 0 & 0 \\
0 & \frac{1}{m} & 0 \\
0 & 0 & \frac{1}{I_z}
\end{pmatrix}
\]

(5)

The signals \( u, v, r \) are the surge and sway velocities, and the turning rate, respectively; \( x, y \) represent the hovercraft’s position in the earth fixed frame; \( \psi \) describes yaw angle; \( m \) and \( I_z \) are the hovercraft’s mass and moments of inertia; \( \tau_u \) and \( \tau_r \) are the control inputs. The total drags of the known model are denoted by \( R_m, R_{wm}, R_{sk}, R_u, R_v, R_r. \) For \( p_c, S_c, \) \( (R_u, R_v, R_r)^T, \) please refer to [1,3,26] to obtain more details.

In Figure 2, we obtain

\[
v = u \tan \beta
\]  

(6)

Figure 2. Diagram of the underactuated hovercraft.
For the sake of more convenience for controlling \( \beta \), an improved model is derived from (4) and (6)—that is,

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
\dot{x} \\
\dot{y} \\
\dot{\psi}
\end{pmatrix} = S(\psi) \begin{pmatrix} u \\ u \tan \beta \\ r \end{pmatrix} + M \begin{pmatrix}
R_u + \tau_u \\
\frac{R_u \cos^2 \beta}{u} \\
R_r + \tau_r
\end{pmatrix}
\]

(7)

**Assumption 1** ([1]).

1. A hovercraft state satisfies \( u(0) > k_{lu}(t) \), \( |v(0)| < k_{lv}(t) \), \( |r(0)| < k_{lr}(t) \). The safety boundaries \( k_{lu}(t) \), \( k_{lv}(t) \), and \( k_{lr}(t) \) will be discussed later on.

2. The hovercraft has two identical air propellers and two identical air rudders, which are symmetrically mounted on the tail of the hull; they can only be operated simultaneously, not separately.

### 2.3. The Hovercraft Dynamics of Tracking Error

The path-following depiction can be seen in Figure 3 below.

![Figure 3. Path-following depiction of a hovercraft.](image)

The above parameter as shown is represented by \( \theta \). A Serret–Frenet (SF) system is introduced to obtain the error for path following. An arbitrary point \( P_F(\theta) \) is set in advance as the origin on the desired path. \( \psi_F(\theta) = a \tan 2(x_F'(\theta), y_F'(\theta)) \), where \( x_F'(\theta) = \partial(x_F')/\partial \theta \) and \( y_F'(\theta) = \partial(y_F')/\partial \theta \). \( P(\theta) = (x, y) \) represents the hovercraft’s position, as depicted in Figure 3. \( P_F(\theta) = (x_F(\theta), y_F(\theta)) \) is the position of the motional target point along the programmed path set in advance.

The error scheme In the SF system is depicted as follows:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
x_e \\
y_e
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
\cos \psi_F(\theta) & -\sin \psi_F(\theta) \\
\sin \psi_F(\theta) & \cos \psi_F(\theta)
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
x - x_F(\theta) \\
y - y_F(\theta)
\end{bmatrix}
\]

(8)

where \( x_e, y_e \) denote tracking errors.

Taking the derivative of Equation (13), the location tracking error dynamics can be obtained as follows:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
\dot{x}_e \\
\dot{y}_e
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
 u \cos(\psi - \psi_F(\theta)) - v \sin(\psi - \psi_F(\theta)) + \dot{\psi}_F(\theta) y_e - \dot{\theta} \sqrt{x^2_F(\theta) + y^2_F(\theta)} \\
u \sin(\psi - \psi_F(\theta)) + v \cos(\psi - \psi_F(\theta)) - \dot{\psi}_F(\theta) x_e
\end{bmatrix}
\]

(9)
Considering the underactuated hovercraft model (4) and (5) in the presence of unavailable velocity and complex external disturbances, this paper aims to propel the hovercraft to follow the programmed path in finite time by developing the guidance law and safety-guaranteed, robust, nonlinear, path-following control strategy.

2.4. Actuator Saturation Nonlinearity and State Constraints

Considering the practical application of a hovercraft, in view of the actuators’ physical constraints, the control force can be expressed as follows:

$$\tau_i = \begin{cases} 
\tau_{i\text{max}}, & \text{if } \tau_{ic} > \tau_{i\text{max}} \\
\tau_{ic}, & \text{if } \tau_{ic} > \tau_{i\text{min}} \text{ and } \tau_{ic} < \tau_{i\text{max}} \\
\tau_{i\text{min}}, & \text{if } \tau_{ic} < \tau_{i\text{min}} 
\end{cases}$$

Assumption 2. All position, orientation, and acceleration values of a hovercraft are available for feedback.

The safety-guaranteed issue of $\beta$ and the hump speed need to be obtained from model calculation and real vessel experience [2,27]. In this article, they are assumed to be the state constraint, which can be obtained. The safety constraint is defined as

$$\beta_{\text{min}} \leq \beta \leq \beta_{\text{max}}$$

3. Safety-Guaranteed, Robust, Nonlinear, Path-Following Control Strategy

3.1. Design of Finite-Time Extended State Observer

Transform the 3-degrees of freedom hovercraft model (4) and (5) as follows:

$$\eta = S(\psi)v$$

$$M\dot{v} = d + \tau + \tau_w$$

where $\tau = [\tau_u, 0, \tau_r]^T$, $M = \text{diag}(m, m, J_z)$, $\eta = [x, y, \psi]^T$, $v = [u, v, r]^T$, and $\tau_w = [\tau_{uw}, \tau_{vw}, \tau_{rw}]^T$. $d = [d_u, d_v, d_r]^T$ denotes the model uncertainties, which are written as follows: $d_u = m^{-1}ur \tan \beta + R_u$, $d_v = m^{-1}(-\frac{i\sin(2\beta)}{2\alpha} - r \cos^2 \beta) + R_v$, $d_r = R_r$.

Aiming to draw forth the FTESO, set $\mu = S(\psi)v$, (12) can be obtained as follows:

$$\eta = \mu$$

$$\dot{\mu} = d_1 + S(\psi)M^{-1}\tau$$

where $d_1 = \begin{bmatrix} d_u & d_v & d_r \end{bmatrix}^T$, $\mu = \begin{bmatrix} \mu_u & \mu_v & \mu_r \end{bmatrix}^T$, $d_1 = S(\psi)M^{-1}(\tau_w + d) + S(\psi)Rv$, $R = \begin{bmatrix} 0 & -r & 0 \\
r & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 \end{bmatrix}$.

Assumption 3. The rate of external disturbances $d_1$ is unknown but bounded, which meets the next requirement $\|d_1\| \leq d_m$, with $d_m < \infty$ denoting a positive constant.

Assumption 4. The whole signals of a hovercraft are bounded, and a positive constant $\epsilon$ and a compact set $\Xi_1$, where $\Xi_1 = \{(\eta, \mu, \dot{\eta}, \dot{\mu})| \|\eta\| < \epsilon, \|\mu\| < \epsilon, \|\dot{\eta}\| < \epsilon, \|\dot{\mu}\| < \epsilon\}$ can be found.

Remark 3. In a hovercraft’s sail process, $u, v, r$ of a hovercraft can be finite because of the hovercraft’s performance containing air resistance constraints and a hydrodynamic damping term [28].
The FTESO of (12) is designed as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
    \dot{\eta} &= \dot{\mu} - l_1 \text{sign}(\eta) - \lambda_1 \text{sgn}(\eta) \\
    \dot{\mu} &= \dot{d}_1 + S(\eta)M^{-1}\tau - l_2 \text{sign}(\eta) - \lambda_2 \text{sgn}(\eta) \\
    \dot{d}_1 &= -l_3 \text{sign}(\eta) - \lambda_3 \text{sgn}(\eta)
\end{align*}
\]  

(14)

where \(\eta, \mu, \dot{d}_1\) are the observations of \(\eta, \mu, d_1\), respectively, and \(\tilde{\eta} = \eta - \hat{\eta} = [\bar{\eta}_u \ \bar{\eta}_v \ \bar{\eta}_r]^T\), \(\tilde{\mu} = \mu - \hat{\mu} = [\bar{\mu}_u \ \bar{\mu}_v \ \bar{\mu}_r]^T\), and \(\tilde{d}_1 = d_1 - \hat{d}_1 = [\bar{d}_u \ \bar{d}_v \ \bar{d}_r]^T\) are the FTESO observation errors, \(\frac{2}{3} < m_1 < 1, m_2 = 2m_1 - 1, m_3 = 3m_1 - 2\), \(\text{sign}(\eta) = |\eta|^m \text{sgn}(\eta)\). The parameters \(m_i(i = 1, 2, 3)\), \(l_i(i = 1, 2, 3)\), and \(\lambda_i(i = 1, 2, 3)\) are positive definite coefficients, which can be set according to the Lyapunov functional theories and finite-time theories.

Combining (13) with (14), the error system is proposed as

\[
\begin{align*}
    \dot{\tilde{\eta}} &= \dot{\tilde{\mu}} - l_1 \text{sign}(\tilde{\eta}) - \lambda_1 \text{sgn}(\tilde{\eta}) \\
    \dot{\tilde{\mu}} &= \dot{\tilde{d}}_1 - l_2 \text{sign}(\tilde{\eta}) - \lambda_2 \text{sgn}(\tilde{\eta}) \\
    \dot{\tilde{d}}_1 &= -l_3 \text{sign}(\tilde{\eta}) - \lambda_3 \text{sgn}(\tilde{\eta})
\end{align*}
\] 

(15)

The stability proof of (15) is to be provided later.

**Theorem 1.** For the hovercraft model described in (13) in the presence of the unknown dynamic and external disturbances, and unavailable velocity under Assumptions 1–4, the FTESO established in (14) is illustrated to estimate the external disturbance and the error can converge to zero within finite time.

**Proof of Theorem 1.** Firstly, omit the terms \(-\lambda_1 \text{sgn}(\eta), -\lambda_2 \text{sgn}(\eta), \) and \(-\dot{d}_1 - \lambda_3 \text{sgn}(\eta)\), the error dynamics can be represented as

\[
\begin{align*}
    \dot{\tilde{\eta}} &= \dot{\tilde{\mu}} - l_1 \text{sign}(\tilde{\eta}) \\
    \dot{\tilde{\mu}} &= \dot{\tilde{d}}_1 - l_2 \text{sign}(\tilde{\eta}) \\
    \dot{\tilde{d}}_1 &= -l_3 \text{sign}(\tilde{\eta})
\end{align*}
\]  

(16)

Define the system matrix \(A = \begin{pmatrix} -l_1 I_3 & I_3 & 0 \\
-I_2 I_3 & 0 & I_3 \\
-I_3 I_3 & 0 & 0 \end{pmatrix}\) and \(A\) as the Hurwitz matrix. Then, the Lyapunov function is written as follows:

\[
V_m(\tilde{\omega}_1, \tilde{\omega}_2, \tilde{\omega}_3) = \omega^T P \omega
\]  

(17)

where \(\omega = [\tilde{\omega}_1^T, \tilde{\omega}_2^T, \tilde{\omega}_3^T]^T = [(\text{sign}(\tilde{\eta}))^T, (\text{sign}(\tilde{\mu}))^T, (\text{sign}(\tilde{d}))^T]^T\), \(\sigma = m_1 m_2 m_3\), and \(P\) is positive with respect to \(A^T P + PA = -I_9\). By [29], define \(f_m\) as the vector field and set \(L_{f_m} V_m(\tilde{\omega}_1, \tilde{\omega}_2, \tilde{\omega}_3)\) as the Lie derivative of \(V_m(\tilde{\omega}_1, \tilde{\omega}_2, \tilde{\omega}_3)\) along the vector field \(f_m\).

According to Definition 1, \(V_m(\tilde{\omega}_1, \tilde{\omega}_2, \tilde{\omega}_3)\) and \(L_{f_m} V_m(\tilde{\omega}_1, \tilde{\omega}_2, \tilde{\omega}_3)\) can be obtained such that they are homogeneous with degrees \(\frac{2}{3}\) and \(\frac{1}{3} + m_1 - 1\) with respect to \(1, m_1, 2m_1 - 1\), respectively, and the inequality \(L_{f_m} V_m(\tilde{\omega}_1, \tilde{\omega}_2, \tilde{\omega}_3) \leq -c_1 V_m(\tilde{\omega}_1, \tilde{\omega}_2, \tilde{\omega}_3)^T\) is established, where \(c_1 = -\max_{x; V_m(x) = 1} L_{f_m} V_m + \epsilon = 1 + \frac{m_1 \epsilon}{2} - \frac{\epsilon}{2} < 1\). Choose the Lyapunov function candidate of the error subsystem (8) as follows:

\[
V_{ef}(\tilde{\omega}_1, \tilde{\omega}_2, \tilde{\omega}_3) = \omega^T P \omega
\]  

(18)
Taking the time derivative of (18) alongside (15), we can obtain

\[
\dot{V}_{of} = L_{fu} V_m (\tilde{a}_1, \tilde{a}_2, \tilde{a}_3) + 2\alpha^T P \left[ \begin{array}{c} -\text{diag}(\|\tilde{y}\|) \lambda_3 \text{sgn}(\tilde{y}) \\ -\text{diag}(\|\tilde{y}\|) \lambda_2 \text{sgn}(\tilde{y}) \\ -\text{diag}(\|\tilde{y}\|) \lambda_1 \text{sgn}(\tilde{y}) \end{array} \right]
\]

(19)

\[
\dot{V}_{of} \leq -c_1 V_{of} + \frac{2\lambda_3 \lambda_{\text{max}}(P) \|\alpha\| \sum_{i=1}^{3} |\tilde{y}_i|^{1-\sigma}}{\sigma} \\
+ \frac{2\lambda_2 \lambda_{\text{max}}(P) \|\alpha\| \sum_{i=1}^{3} |\tilde{y}_i|^{1-\sigma}}{\sigma m_1} \\
+ \frac{2(d_m + \lambda_3) \lambda_{\text{max}}(P) \|\alpha\| \sum_{i=1}^{3} |d_i|^{1-\sigma}}{\sigma m_2}
\]

On the basis of Lemma 2, it yields

\[
\sum_{i=1}^{3} |\tilde{y}_i|^{1-\sigma} \leq 3^{\sigma} \left( \sum_{i=1}^{3} |\tilde{y}_i|^{1} \right) \leq 3^{1-\sigma} \|\alpha\|^{1-\sigma}
\]

(20)

\[
\sum_{i=1}^{3} |\tilde{y}_i|^{1-\sigma} \leq 3^{\sigma m_1} \left( \sum_{i=1}^{3} |\tilde{y}_i|^{1} \right) \leq 3^{1-\sigma m_1} \|\alpha\|^{1-\sigma m_1}
\]

(21)

\[
\sum_{i=1}^{3} |\tilde{y}_i|^{1-\sigma} \leq 3^{\sigma m_2} \left( \sum_{i=1}^{3} |\tilde{y}_i|^{1} \right) \leq 3^{1-\sigma m_2} \|\alpha\|^{1-\sigma m_2}
\]

(22)

Substituting (20)–(22) into (19) yields

\[
V_{of} \leq -c_1 V_{of} + c_2 V_{of}^{1-\sigma} + c_3 V_{of}^{1-\sigma m_1} + c_4 V_{of}^{1-\sigma m_2}
\]

where

\[
c_2 = \frac{2 \times 3^{1-\sigma} \lambda_1 \lambda_{\text{max}}(P)}{\sigma \lambda_{\text{min}}(P) |1-\xi|}
\]

\[
c_3 = \frac{2 \times 3^{1-\sigma m_1} \lambda_2 \lambda_{\text{max}}(P)}{\sigma m_1 |\lambda_{\text{min}}(P)| |1-\xi|}
\]

\[
c_4 = \frac{2 \times 3^{1-\sigma m_2} (d_m + \lambda_3) \lambda_{\text{max}}(P)}{\sigma m_2 |\lambda_{\text{min}}(P)| |1-\xi|}
\]

(24)

Since \(0 < 1 - \frac{\xi}{2} < 1 - \frac{\sigma m_1}{2} < 1 - \frac{\sigma m_2}{2} < \varepsilon < 1\), the following two situations are taken into account for further research.

If \(V_{of} \geq 1\), we can simplify (24) as follows:

\[
V_{of} \leq -c_1 V_{of}^{\frac{1}{1-\varepsilon}} + c_0 V_{of}
\]

where \(c_0 = c_2 + c_3 + c_4\). With respect to Lemma 1, it can be deduced that \(t_{\sigma 1}\) and \(V_{of}\) converge to \(V_{of} = 1\), i.e., \(t_{\sigma 1} \leq \ln \frac{1 - \alpha V_{of}^{1-\varepsilon}(0)}{c_0 + c_0 - c_0} \).
If \( V_{o f} \leq 1 \), we can simplify (24) as

\[
\dot{V}_{o f} \leq -c_1 V_{o f}^r + c_0 V_{o f}^{1-\frac{\mu}{2}}
\]

\[
\leq -c_1 \tau_0 V_{o f}^r - \left[ c_1 (1 - \tau_0) V_{o f}^{1+\frac{\mu}{2}} - c_0 \right] V_{o f}^{1-\frac{\mu}{2}}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (26)

where \( 0 < \tau_0 < 1 - \frac{c_0}{c_1} \); hence, when

\[
V_{o f}^{1+\frac{\mu}{2}} > \frac{c_0}{c_1 (1 - \tau_0)}
\]

\( \dot{V}_{o f} \leq -c_1 \tau_0 V_{o f}^r \) and \( V_{o f} \) is decreasing. Based on Lemma 1, the convergence time \( t_{o 2} \) converges to the domain.

\[
V_{o f} > \left( \frac{c_0}{c_1 (1 - \tau_0)} \right)^{\frac{1}{\mu}}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (27)

Next, it can be seen that the Lyapunov function \( V_{o f} \) converges to region (27) within the time \( T_1 = t_{o 1} + t_{o 2} < \infty \).

Substituting (18) into (27), the observation error \( \omega \) can be obtained as below:

\[
\| \omega \| < \frac{1}{\sqrt[\alpha]{\lambda_{\min}(P)}} \left( \frac{c_0}{c_1 (1 - \tau_0)} \right)^{\frac{1}{\mu}}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (28)

According to Lemma 3, it can be obtained that

\[
\| \tilde{\eta} \| \leq \sum_{i=1}^{3} \| |\tilde{\eta}_i| \|^{\frac{\alpha}{\mu}} \leq 3^{1-\sigma} \left( \sum_{i=1}^{3} |\tilde{\eta}_i|^{\frac{1}{\mu}} \right)^{\frac{\alpha}{\mu}} \leq 3^{1-\frac{\mu}{2}} \| \omega \|^{\sigma}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (29)

\[
\| \tilde{\mu}_i \| \leq \sum_{i=1}^{3} \| |\tilde{\mu}_i| \|^{\frac{\alpha m_1}{\mu}} \leq 3^{1-\alpha m_1} \left( \sum_{i=1}^{3} |\tilde{\mu}_i|^{\frac{1}{\mu}} \right)^{\alpha m_1} \leq 3^{1-\frac{c m_1}{2}} \| \tilde{\omega} \|^{\alpha m_1}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (30)

\[
\| \tilde{d}_i \| \leq \sum_{i=1}^{3} \| |\tilde{d}_i| \|^{\frac{\alpha m_2}{\mu}} \leq 3^{1-\alpha m_2} \left( \sum_{i=1}^{3} |\tilde{d}_i|^{\frac{1}{\mu}} \right)^{\alpha m_2} \leq 3^{1-\frac{c m_2}{2}} \| \tilde{\omega} \|^{\alpha m_2}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (31)

Substituting (28) into (29)–(31), the convergence of the estimation error can be rewritten as follows:

\[
\| \tilde{\eta} \| \leq \frac{3^{1-\frac{\mu}{2}}}{\sqrt[\alpha]{\lambda_{\min}(P)}} \left( \frac{c_0}{c_1 (1 - \tau_0)} \right)^{\frac{1}{\mu}}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (32)

\[
\| \tilde{\mu} \| \leq \frac{3^{1-\frac{c m_1}{2}}}{\sqrt[\alpha]{\lambda_{\min}(P)}} \left( \frac{c_0}{c_1 (1 - \tau_0)} \right)^{\frac{1}{\mu}}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (33)

\[
\| \tilde{d}_1 \| \leq \frac{3^{1-\frac{c m_2}{2}}}{\sqrt[\alpha]{\lambda_{\min}(P)}} \left( \frac{c_0}{c_1 (1 - \tau_0)} \right)^{\frac{1}{\mu}}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (34)

Obviously, the errors \( \tilde{\eta}, \tilde{\mu}, \) and \( \tilde{d} \) can converge to a bounded domain within finite time; then, set \( \lambda_i (i = 1, 2, 3) \) properly and the errors can also converge to equilibrium.

Choose a Lyapunov candidate for \( \tilde{\eta} \)

\[
V_{o 1} = \frac{1}{2} \tilde{\eta}^T \tilde{\eta}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (35)

Take the derivative of \( V_{o 1} \) as follows:

\[
\dot{V}_{o 1} = \tilde{\eta}^T \tilde{\eta} - \lambda_1 \| \tilde{\eta} \| - l_1 \sum_{i=1}^{3} |\tilde{\eta}_i|^{a + 1} - \lambda_1 \sum_{i=1}^{3} |\tilde{\eta}_i|^{b + 1}
\]

\[
\leq - (\lambda_1 - \| \tilde{\eta} \|) \| \tilde{\eta} \| - l_1 \sum_{i=1}^{3} |\tilde{\eta}_i|^{a + 1} - \lambda_1 \sum_{i=1}^{3} |\tilde{\eta}_i|^{b + 1}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (36)
since \( ||\tilde{\mu}|| \leq \frac{3^{1-s_{\max}}}{\sqrt{\lambda_{\min}(P)}} \sqrt{c_0 c_1 (1-\varepsilon_2)} \), \( c_0 = c_2 + c_3 + c_4 \), and \( c_2 = \frac{2\times3^{1-s_{\max}}}{\sigma|\lambda_{\min}(P)|} \frac{\varepsilon_4}{\varepsilon_2} \), choose \( \lambda_1 \geq ||\tilde{\mu}|| \), i.e., \( \lambda_1 \geq \frac{3^{1-s_{\max}}}{\sqrt{\lambda_{\min}(P)}} \frac{m_2}{c_1 (1-\varepsilon_2)} \frac{m_3}{c_0} \) and \( c_3 = \frac{2\times3^{1-s_{\max}}}{\sigma m_1 |\lambda_{\min}(P)|} \frac{\lambda_{\max}(P)}{2\varepsilon_2} \). It can be demonstrated that the control design parameter \( \lambda_1 \) is independent. Next, formula (36) becomes \( \dot{V}_{o1} \leq -c_0 V_{o1} \), where \( c_0 = \frac{2m_1+1}{3^{1-s_{\max}}} \). Thus, the error \( \tilde{\eta} \) can converge to zero within finite time \( t_{o3} \leq \frac{2V_{o1} \varepsilon_3}{c_0 (1-m_1)} \). After the time \( T_2 = T_1 + t_{o3} \), the second subsystem (15) is written as follows:

\[
\dot{\mu} = \tilde{d}_1 - \lambda_2 \text{sgn}(\mu)
\]  

(37)

Accordingly, select the Lyapunov function for \( \mu \) as follows:

\[
V_{o2} = \frac{1}{2} \mu^T \mu
\]  

(38)

The derivative of (38) is

\[
\dot{V}_{o2} \leq \mu^T \dot{\mu} = \mu^T [\tilde{d}_1 - \lambda_2 \text{sgn}(\mu)] \\
\leq -(\lambda_2 - \|\tilde{d}_1\|) \|\mu\|
\]  

(39)

By choosing the appropriate parameter \( \lambda_2 \), \( \lambda_2 \geq \|\tilde{d}_1\| + \varepsilon_1 \) holds. As \( \|\tilde{d}_1\| \leq \frac{3^{1-s_{\max}}}{\sqrt{\lambda_{\min}(P)}} \sqrt{c_0 c_1 (1-\varepsilon_2)} \frac{m_2}{c_1 (1-\varepsilon_2)} \frac{m_3}{c_0} \) and \( c_3 = \frac{2\times3^{1-s_{\max}}}{\sigma m_1 |\lambda_{\min}(P)|} \frac{\lambda_{\max}(P)}{2\varepsilon_2} \), the control parameter \( \lambda_2 \) is similarly independent from the system. Based on Lemma 1, \( \tilde{\mu} \) could converge to zero within \( t_{o4} \leq \frac{\varepsilon_2}{2} V_{o2}(\mu)^{\frac{1}{2}} \).

After the time \( T_3 = T_2 + t_{o4} \), the third equation of (15) is written as follows:

\[
\dot{\tilde{d}}_1 = -\tilde{d}_1 - \lambda_3 \text{sgn}(\tilde{d}_1)
\]  

(40)

In the same way, choose the Lyapunov candidate for \( \tilde{d}_1 \) as

\[
V_{o3} = \frac{1}{2} \tilde{d}_1^T \tilde{d}_1
\]  

(41)

The derivative of (41) is

\[
\dot{V}_{o3} \leq \tilde{d}_1^T \tilde{d}_1 = \tilde{d}_1^T [\tilde{d}_1 - \lambda_3 \text{sgn}(\tilde{d}_1)] \\
\leq -(\lambda_2 + \|\tilde{d}_1\|) \|\tilde{d}_1\|
\]  

(42)

By choosing the appropriate parameter \( \lambda_3 \), \( \lambda_3 + \|\tilde{d}_1\| \geq \varepsilon_2 \) are fulfilled. When \( \|\tilde{d}_1\| \leq d_m \), the control parameter \( \lambda_3 \) is independent from the system. As such, with the above parameter selection, \( \tilde{d}_1 \) could converge to zero within \( t_{o5} \leq \frac{\varepsilon_2}{2} V_{o3}(\tilde{d}_1)^{\frac{1}{2}} \).

Based on the aforementioned sections, the estimation errors \( \tilde{n}, \tilde{\mu} \), and \( \tilde{d}_1 \) could converge to zero within the finite time \( T_4 = T_3 + t_{o5} \).

The proof is completed. \( \square \)

**Remark 4.** With the FTESO, note that a hovercraft’s states are assumed to be bounded; next, the estimation errors will converge to the residual set \( \Omega_1 \):
\[ \Omega_1 = \left\{ (\omega_1, \omega_2, \omega_3) \mid (\omega_1, \omega_2, \omega_3) \leq \frac{3^{1/2}}{\sqrt{\lambda_{\min}(P)}} \left( (\gamma_1 - \alpha_2 - \gamma_3) \right) \frac{m_3}{m_2} \right\}. \] The residual set \( \Omega_1 \) size relies on the minimum eigenvalue of \( P \). It is noted that the residual set \( \Omega_1 \) can be as small as desired by designing \( P \).

### 3.2. Design of LOS

In this subsection, in the presence of time-varying sideslip compensation, an adaptive BGF-LOS guidance law is developed to obtain better performance for a hovercraft subjected to sideslip constraint during path following.

First of all, for the sake of estimating the sideslip angle parameter varying with time, the model is represented as a vector form. We firstly define

\[
\begin{aligned}
x &= [x_e, y_e]^T, \quad \theta(t) = \tan \beta(t), \quad \dot{h}(x) = [u \cos(\psi - \psi_F(\theta)) + \dot{\psi}_F(\theta) y_e - \dot{\theta} \sqrt{x^2_F(\theta) + y^2_F(\theta)} u \sin(\psi - \psi_F(\theta)) - \psi_F(\theta) x_e]^T, \quad \text{and} \quad \lambda(x) = [-u \sin(\psi - \psi_F(\theta)) u \cos(\psi - \psi_F(\theta))]^T; \end{aligned}
\]

next, the error dynamics (9) are constructed as

\[
\dot{x} = h(x) + \lambda(x) \theta(t)
\] (43)

Next, we define the state predictor model for (43) as below [30]:

\[
\dot{x} = h(x) + \lambda(x) \hat{\theta}(t) + k_{sw} e_{xs} + w \hat{\theta}(t), \quad k_{sw} > 0
\] (44)

\[
w = -k_{sw} w + \lambda(x), \quad w(t_0) = 0
\] (45)

where \( \hat{x} = [\hat{x}_e \quad \hat{y}_e]^T \) is the predicted vector of \( x = [x_e \quad y_e]^T; e_{xs} = x - \hat{x} \) is the estimation error; \( k_{sw} \in \mathbb{R}^{2 \times 2} \) with respect to \( k_{sw} + k_{sw}^T > 1; w \in \mathbb{R}^{2 \times 1} \) is the output of (44); and \( \hat{\theta}(t) \) is the estimation of sideslip parameter, which is generated by the update law \( \hat{\theta}(t) \) proposed below.

Noting that the sideslip angle estimation error \( \hat{\theta} = \theta - \hat{\theta} \), it is obtained in (43) and (44) that

\[
\dot{e}_{xs} = \lambda(x) \hat{\theta}(t) - k_{sw} e_{xs} - w \hat{\theta}(t)
\] (46)

Next, \( \zeta \) is an auxiliary variable, which is defined as \( \zeta = e_{xs} - w \hat{\theta}(t) \); it is obtained from (45) and (46) that

\[
\dot{\zeta} = -k_{sw} \zeta - w \hat{\theta}(t), \quad \zeta(t_0) = e_{xs}(t_0)
\] (47)

Because the change rate of the sideslip parameter \( \hat{\theta}(t) \) is unavailable, we can obtain an estimation of \( \zeta \) [31] as follows:

\[
\dot{\zeta} = -k_{sw} \zeta
\] (48)

Define the estimation error \( \bar{\zeta} = \zeta - \bar{\zeta} \) with dynamics

\[
\dot{\bar{\zeta}} = -k_{sw} \zeta - w \hat{\theta}(t), \quad \bar{\zeta}(t_0) = 0
\] (49)

based on the definitions of \( \zeta \) and \( \bar{\zeta} \), we have

\[
w \hat{\theta}(t) = e_{xs} - \bar{\zeta} - \bar{\zeta}
\] (50)

Based on (44), (45), and (48), consider the BGF estimator as [32]

\[
\hat{\theta} = \text{Proj}(\bar{\zeta}^T(e_{xs} - \bar{\zeta}) - \chi(\bar{\theta}), \bar{\theta}), \quad \bar{\theta}(t_0) = \theta^0
\] (51)
where the gain $\Xi \in \mathbb{R}^{n_x \times n_x}$ can be obtained from the following update law:

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{\Xi} & = -\Xi - 2w^T w \Xi - 1 + \lambda_T \Xi - 1 - \delta_s \Xi - 1; \quad \Xi(t_0) = \alpha_x^{-1} \\
\Xi & = -\lambda_T (\Xi - \delta_s/\lambda_T) + w^T w; \quad \Xi(t_0) = \alpha_x
\end{align*}
\]  

where $\lambda_T$ is a design positive factor; $\delta_s$ is a design control parameter; and $\text{Proj}\{\phi, \bar{\theta}\}$ represents the Lipschitz projection operator, which meets with [33]

\[-\text{Proj}[\phi, \bar{\theta}](t) = -\phi^T \bar{\theta}(t) \leq -\phi^T \bar{\theta}(t)\]

Then, we select the path-following laws as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{\psi}_d & = \psi_d - \alpha_d \sin(\psi - \psi_d) + u_d \sin(\psi - \psi_d) \bar{\theta} + k_1 \psi_d \\
\bar{\theta} & = -k_0 \sin(\psi - \psi_d) - k_0 \psi_d \sin(\psi - \psi_d) + \psi_d - y_c \sqrt{\alpha^2 + \Delta^2} \psi
\end{align*}
\]

where $\phi = \frac{(1 - \cos \tilde{\theta}) \hat{\theta} + \sin \tilde{\theta}}{\sqrt{(1 - \sin \tilde{\theta})^2 \Delta^2}}, \alpha_d = s \hat{\theta}^{1/2}(y_c)$, and

\[0 < \Delta_{\min} < \Delta \leq \Delta_{\max} \leq \frac{\Delta}{\sqrt{(1 - \sin \tilde{\theta})^2 \Delta^2}} \leq \frac{1}{\sqrt{(1 - \sin \tilde{\theta})^2 \Delta^2}} \leq 1 - \frac{1 - \cos(\psi - \psi_d)}{\phi - \psi_d} \leq 0.73\]

so, $|\phi| < 1.73$ is bounded.

Therefore, the error dynamics $x_e$ and $y_c$ can be established as

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{x}_e & = -k_1 x_e + u \sin(\psi - \psi_F(\bar{\theta})) \bar{\theta} + \psi_F(\bar{\theta}) y_c \\
y_c & = \frac{-\psi_F(\bar{\theta}) y_c}{\sqrt{\alpha^2 + \Delta^2}} + u \cos(\psi - \psi_F(\bar{\theta})) \bar{\theta} - \psi_F(\bar{\theta}) y_c
\end{align*}
\]

We choose the Lyapunov function $V_E = \frac{1}{2} x_e^2 + \frac{1}{2} y_c^2$ regarding position errors. Then, we can obtain

\[
V_E = -k_1 x_e^2 + u \sin(\psi - \psi_F(\bar{\theta})) x_e \bar{\theta} - k_1 y_c^2 + u \cos(\psi - \psi_F(\bar{\theta})) y_c \bar{\theta}
\]

where $k_1 = \frac{u}{\sqrt{(1 - \sin \tilde{\theta})^2 \Delta^2}} > 0$.

By Young’s inequality,

\[
\begin{align*}
u \sin(\psi - \psi_F(\bar{\theta})) x_e \bar{\theta} & \leq \frac{u}{2\sqrt{2}} |x_e|^2 + \frac{u}{2\sqrt{2}} |\bar{\theta}|^2 \\
u \cos(\psi - \psi_F(\bar{\theta})) y_c \bar{\theta} & \leq \frac{u}{2\sqrt{2}} |y_c|^2 + \frac{u}{2\sqrt{2}} |\bar{\theta}|^2
\end{align*}
\]

It follows that

\[
\dot{V}_E \leq - (k_1 - u/(2\epsilon_s)) x_e^2 - (k_1 - u/(2\epsilon_s)) y_c^2 + \frac{u}{2} (\epsilon_s + \epsilon_s) |\bar{\theta}|^2 \\
\dot{V}_E \leq -2k_{\text{min}} V_E + \frac{u}{2} (\epsilon_s + \epsilon_s) |\bar{\theta}|^2
\]

where $k_{\text{min}} = \min\{(k_1 - u/(2\epsilon_s)), (k_1 - u/(2\epsilon_s))\} > 0$.

Noting that $E = [x_e, y_c]^T$, one has

\[
\dot{V}_E \leq - \frac{1}{2} k_{\text{min}} ||E||^2 - \left( \frac{1}{2} k_{\text{min}} ||E||^2 - \frac{u}{2} (\epsilon_s + \epsilon_s) |\bar{\theta}|^2 \right)
\]

and since [34]

\[
||E|| \geq \frac{\sqrt{u\epsilon_s} |\bar{\theta}|}{k_{\text{min}}} + \frac{\sqrt{u\epsilon_s} |\bar{\theta}|}{k_{\text{min}}} \geq \sqrt{\frac{u(\epsilon_s + \epsilon_s)}{k_{\text{min}}}} ||\bar{\theta}||^2
\]
this renders

\[ \dot{V}_E \leq -\frac{1}{2}k_{\text{min}}\|E\|^2 \]  

(61)

Choosing \( \alpha_{01}(\|E\|) = \alpha_{02}(\|E\|) = \|E\|^2/2 = V_E \), there is a class \( \mathcal{KL} \) function 

\[ \delta_{\mathcal{KL}}(E(t_0), t) = e^{-\frac{k_{\text{min}}t^2}{2}}E(t_0) \]

and a class \( \mathcal{K} \) function \( \rho_0(\chi) = \sqrt{u(\epsilon_1 + \epsilon_2)}/2x \) such that \( \gamma_{01} = \alpha_{01} \circ \alpha_{02} = \rho_0 \) and \( \|E(t)\| \leq \delta_{\mathcal{KL}}(E(t_0), t) + \rho_0(\|\theta\|) \).

Consequently, Equation (61) is referenced to study the whole system’s stability.

3.3. Safety-Guaranteed, Robust, Nonlinear, Path-Following Controller

3.3.1. Safety-Guaranteed Auxiliary System Subject to Constraints

The safety auxiliary system’s input of drift angle \( \beta \) is defined as follows:

\[ \Delta \beta = k_{\beta}(\beta_{\text{max}} - \beta) \]  

(62)

where \( k_{\beta} \) is a positive constant and \( \beta_{\text{max}} \) can be designed as follows:

\[ \beta_{\text{max}} = \text{sat}(\beta, \beta_{\text{max}}, \beta_{\text{min}}) = \begin{cases} \beta_{\text{max}} & \beta > \beta_{\text{max}} \\ \beta_{\text{min}} & \beta_{\text{min}} \leq \beta \leq \beta_{\text{max}} \\ \beta_{\text{min}} & \beta < \beta_{\text{min}} \end{cases} \]  

(63)

Devise the safety auxiliary system with the following constraint [35]:

\[ \dot{\zeta}_\beta = \begin{cases} -k_{\zeta \beta_1} \zeta_\beta - k_{\zeta \beta_2} s(\zeta_\beta) & |\zeta_\beta| \geq \delta \\ -\frac{1}{2}(k_{\zeta \beta_1} \delta \zeta_\beta)^2 + k_{\zeta \beta_1} \Delta \beta_0, & |\zeta_\beta| < \delta \end{cases} \]  

(64)

where \( k_{\zeta \beta_1} > 1, k_{\zeta \beta_2} > 0, \) and \( k_{\zeta \beta_3} > 0 \) are parameters of the safety-guaranteed auxiliary system designed later on and \( \delta > 0 \) is a very small constant.

3.3.2. FTESO-Based Safety-Guaranteed Heading-Tracking Control Strategy

Let \( \mu = S(\psi)v \) and \( v = S^T(\psi)\mu \); thus, \( \dot{V} = S^T(\dot{\psi})\dot{\mu} \). The path-following error of the yaw angle is denoted below:

\[ \hat{r}_e = \hat{r} - \alpha_r \]  

(65)

where \( \alpha_r \) is the virtual control law.

Differentiating (65) and reconstructing (14), we can obtain

\[ \hat{r}_e = \hat{r}_e - I_2 s(\hat{\psi} + \hat{\psi}) + \hat{d}_r + \int_0^1 \tau_r - \lambda_2 s(\hat{\psi} - \hat{\dot{\psi}}) \]  

(66)

For the sake of stabilizing the yaw angle error (66), the FTESO-based, robust, nonlinear heading-tracking controller is introduced as follows:

\[ \tau_r = \tau_r + \tau_\beta = \int_0^1 \left(-k_r \hat{r}_e - k_{\beta_1} s(\hat{\psi} - \hat{\dot{\psi}}) + \lambda_2 s(\hat{\psi} - \hat{\dot{\psi}}) \right) \]  

(67)

where \( k_r > 0, k_{\beta_1} > 0, \) and \( k_{\zeta \beta_3} > 0 \) are the design parameters.

Substituting the controller (67) into (66), we can obtain

\[ \hat{r}_e = -k_r \hat{r}_e - k_{\beta_1} s(\hat{\psi}) - \phi_e \]  

(68)

3.3.3. FTESO-Based Safety-Guaranteed, Robust, Nonlinear, Tracking Control Design

According to the velocity observation, the velocity tracking error of the hovercraft is denoted as follows:

\[ \hat{u}_e = \hat{u} - u_d \]  

(69)
Differentiating (62) and rewriting (14), we obtain

\[
\dot{u}_e = \cos(\psi)(-l_2\text{sgn}^2(x) + \ddot{a}_u + \cos(\psi)m^{-1}\tau_u - \lambda_2\text{sgn}(\dot{x})) \\
+ \sin(\psi)(-l_2\text{sgn}^2(\dot{y}) + \ddot{a}_v + \sin(\psi)m^{-1}\tau_v - \lambda_2\text{sgn}(\dot{y})) \\
- \dot{u}_d - \dot{r}\sin(\psi)\dot{u}_a + \dot{r}\cos(\psi)\dot{u}_v \\
= m^{-1}\tau_u(\cos(\dot{\psi})\cos(\psi) + \sin(\dot{\psi})\sin(\psi)) - \dot{r}\sin(\psi)\dot{u}_u \\
+ \cos(\dot{\psi})(-l_2\text{sgn}^2(x) + \ddot{a}_u - \lambda_2\text{sgn}(\dot{x})) + \dot{r}\cos(\psi)\dot{u}_v \\
\sin(\dot{\psi})(-l_2\text{sgn}^2(\dot{y}) + \ddot{a}_v - \lambda_2\text{sgn}(\dot{y})) - \dot{u}_d
\]  

(70)

For the sake of stabilizing the surge velocity error formula (70), the robust, nonlinear, velocity-tracking controller is introduced as follows:

\[
\tau_u = H^{-1}m(-k_u\dot{a}_e - k_u\text{sgn}^{\frac{1}{2}}(\dot{a}_e) + \dot{r}\sin(\dot{\psi})\dot{u}_a - \dot{r}\cos(\dot{\psi})\dot{u}_v) \\
- \cos(\dot{\psi})(-l_2\text{sgn}^2(x) + \ddot{a}_u - \lambda_2\text{sgn}(\dot{x})) \\
- \sin(\dot{\psi})(-l_2\text{sgn}^2(\dot{y}) + \ddot{a}_v - \lambda_2\text{sgn}(\dot{y})) + \dot{u}_d)
\]

(71)

where

\[
H = \cos(\dot{\psi})\cos(\psi) + \sin(\dot{\psi})\sin(\psi)
\]

Combining (71) with (70), it can be obtained that

\[
u_e = -k_u\dot{a}_e - k_u\text{sgn}^{\frac{1}{2}}(\dot{a}_e)
\]

(73)

Choose the Lyapunov function for the control subsystem as below,

\[
V_c = \frac{1}{2}\dot{a}_e^2 + \frac{1}{2}\dot{r}_e^2 + \frac{1}{2}\dot{\beta}_e^2
\]

(74)

and taking the time derivative of \(V_c\), we obtain

\[
\dot{V}_c = \dot{u}_e\dot{a}_e + \dot{r}_e\dot{r}_e + \dot{\beta}_e\dot{\beta}_e \\
\leq -k_u\dot{a}_e^2 - k_u|\dot{a}_e|^\frac{1}{2} \leq k_r\dot{r}_e^2 - k_1|\dot{r}_e|^\frac{1}{2} - k_{\beta_1}\dot{\beta}_e^2 - k_{\beta_2}|\dot{\beta}_e|^\frac{1}{2}
\]

(75)

Equation (75) is used to solve the system stability.

4. Stability Analysis

**Theorem 2.** For a hovercraft depicted in (12) with regard to the unknown model dynamics and external ocean disturbances, taking Assumptions 1-6 into consideration, combine the FTESO (14); BGF-LOS guidance laws (54) and (55); and the safety-guaranteed, robust, nonlinear controllers (67) and (71). Then, the path-following errors could converge to the origin with the performance guarantee required on all states being uniformly, ultimately bounded at the same time in the closed-loop control system via selecting the control coefficients appropriately.

**The Proof of Theorem 2.** Select the candidate as follows:

\[
V = V_o + V_c + V_e
\]

(76)
Taking the derivative of (76), and combining (23), (56), and (75), we can obtain
\[
\dot{V} \leq -c_1 r_0 V_{of}^k - [c_1 (1 - r_0)] V_{of}^{k + \frac{1}{2}} - c_0 V_{of}^{\frac{1}{2}} - k_u \dot{u}^2 - 2 \dot{\xi} k_\xi \frac{1}{2} \dot{\xi}^2 - \frac{1}{2} k_{\min} |E| \dot{\xi}^2
\]
(77)
where \(k_c = \{k_u, k_r, k_{\xi, \beta}\}\) and \(k_c = \min \left\{2 \dot{\xi} k_\xi, 2 \dot{\xi} k_r, 2 \dot{\xi} k_{\xi, \beta}\right\}\).

According to (77), when the following inequality \(V_{of}^{k + \frac{1}{2}} \leq -c_1 r_0 V_{of}^k - [c_1 (1 - r_0)] V_{of}^{k + \frac{1}{2}} - c_0 V_{of}^{\frac{1}{2}} - k_u \dot{u}^2\)
holds,
\[
\dot{V} \leq -k_s V_{E} - k_c V_c \leq -k_p V
\]
(78)
where \(k_p = \min \{k_s, k_c\}\).

Hence,
\[
0 \leq V \leq V(0) e^{-k_p t}
\]
(79)
It is obvious that the Lyapunov function \(V_{of}\) of the closed-loop system is bounded, and errors \(\omega, x_r, y_r, \dot{u}_r, \dot{r}_g\) are uniformly bounded.

Subsequently, the proof of finite-time convergence will be analyzed. We can see from Theorem 1 that the observation error of FTESO can converge to zero, i.e., \(\dot{\mu} = 0\).

Since position tracking errors \(x_r, y_r\) are bounded, the hovercraft’s position is bounded. Similarly, \(u_d\) is constant and \(\dot{u}_r = \ddot{u} - u_d, \dot{r}_g = \ddot{r} - r_d\) are bounded; thus, \(\ddot{u}, \ddot{r}\) are bounded. \(S(\dot{\psi})\) and \(\dot{\mu} = \ddot{\mu} - \mu\) are also bounded at the same time. In addition, the sway velocity is bounded according to previous research. □

**Remark 5.** The FTESO can achieve the estimated performance of lumped disturbances containing the model and external uncertainties in finite time, and the errors’ convergence is faster than infinite. As a result, the constructed robust, nonlinear control scheme has a better performance.

5. Numerical Simulations

In this section, numerical simulations are executed to prove the presented method’s efficiency demonstrated on a hovercraft in this paper. Firstly, the nomenclature of a hovercraft is depicted in Table 1 [36].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(m_0)</td>
<td>40,000</td>
<td>kg</td>
<td>(l_d)</td>
<td>1.8 × 10^6</td>
<td>kg m^2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(l_{\alpha})</td>
<td>2.5 × 10^5</td>
<td>kg m^2</td>
<td>(S_{PP})</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>m^2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(S_{LP})</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>m^2</td>
<td>(S_{HP})</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>m^2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Q)</td>
<td>140.8</td>
<td>m^2/s</td>
<td>(S_c)</td>
<td>212</td>
<td>m^2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(l_{ek})</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>(B_c)</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(h_m)</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>(l_c)</td>
<td>23.6</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(h)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>(H_{hov})</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(V_w)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>knot</td>
<td>(\beta_w)</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>deg</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The initial values of a hovercraft satisfying Assumption 2 are as follows:
\(u(0) = 30, v(0) = 0, r(0) = 0, \) and \(\dot{\beta}(0) = 0\).

Main hovercraft parameters are as follows: \(x(0) = -500, y(0) = 200,\) and \(-2 \leq \beta \leq 2\).

The starting pose of the generated parameterized reference line path follows \(x(0) = -500\)
and \( y(0) = 200 \), and the ending pose is plotted in Figure 4. The lumped disturbances [37] are described as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
    d_u &= 2 \sin(0.05t) / m_0 * b_1 \\
    d_v &= 0.2 \cos(0.03t) / m_0 * b_2 \\
    d_r &= \cos(0.02t) / J_z0 * b_3
\end{align*}
\]  

where \( \hat{b} = [b_1, b_2, b_3]^T \) and \( \hat{b} = -T^{-1}b + A\omega_n \) are the first-order Markov process and the vector of zero-mean Gaussian white noise, respectively; the other parameters of the first-order Markov process are set as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
    b(0) &= [2 \times 10^4, 2 \times 10^4, 2 \times 10^4]^T, \\
    T &= \text{diag}(10^3, 10^3, 10^3), \\
    A &= \text{diag}(1 \times 10^4, 1 \times 10^4, 1 \times 10^4)
\end{align*}
\]

In order to indicate the advantage and validity of the proposed safety-guaranteed, robust, nonlinear controller with FTESO, numerical simulation results are executed to compare the PID and TSM’s performances.

The PID controller based on the feedback error is designed as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
    e_u &= u - \alpha_u \\
    \tau_p &= k_{p1} e_u + k_{d1} \dot{e_u} + k_{i1} \int_0^t e_u dt \\
    e_v &= v - \alpha_v \\
    \alpha_v &= k_{p2} e_v + k_{d2} \dot{e_v} + k_{i2} \int_0^t e_v dt \\
    e_r &= r - \alpha_r \\
    \tau_R &= k_{p3} e_r + k_{d3} \dot{e_r} + k_{i3} \int_0^t e_r dt
\end{align*}
\]  

where the design parameters are set as \( k_{p1} = 1.6, k_{d1} = 0.5, k_{i1} = 0.08, k_{p2} = 0.35, k_{d2} = 0.5, k_{i2} = 0.001, k_{p3} = 0.4, k_{d3} = 4.2, \) and \( k_{i3} = 0.001 \) according to previous engineering experience.
The TSM controller based on the feedback error is designed as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
 s_u &= \dot{u} + c_u e_u^q u/p_u \\
 \tau_p &= m_0 ( - \theta r - \frac{1}{m_0} F_{xD0} ) - c_u e_u^q u + \dot{\alpha}_u \\
 \sigma_p &= -\eta_u \text{sign}(s_u) \\
 \tau_u &= \dot{e}_u + c_v e_v^q v/p_u \\
 \alpha_r &= -\frac{1}{\eta_v} ( - \dot{\theta} r - c_v e_v^q v + \dot{\alpha}_u - \eta_v \sigma_v ) \\
 s_v &= \dot{e}_v + \dot{e}_r^q v + \dot{\alpha}_u \\
 \tau_v &= \int_{\tau} \left( - \frac{M_{10} v}{\eta_v} - c_r e_r^q u / p_r + \dot{\alpha}_r \right) \\
 \tau_{r_5} &= -\eta_s \text{sign}(s_r)
\end{align*}
\]  

(82)

where the design parameters are $c_u = 2$, $\eta_u = 1.1$, $q_u / p_u = 7/8.9$, $c_v = 0.35$, $\eta_v = 0.6$, $c_r = 1$, $\eta_r = 1.1$, and $q_r / p_r = 7/8.9$.

The proposed controller design parameters and the FTESO’s parameters are designed as follows: $\chi = \delta_s = 6$, $k_s = 0.03$, $\Delta = 20$, $k_\theta = 6$, $k_\phi = 0.001$, $k_r = 6$, $k_\eta = 0.001$, $l_1 = 0.85$, $l_2 = 0.8$, $l_3 = 0.03$, $\lambda_1 = 0.05$, $\lambda_2 = 0.05$, $\lambda_3 = 0.0003$. The parameters of the auxiliary system are selected as follows: $k_{\ell_1} = 3.1$, $k_{\ell_2} = 0.1$, $k_{\ell_3} = 0.02$, $k_\delta = 1.2$, $\delta = 0.00001$.

The simulation results and comparisons are presented by different lines in Figures 4–8. It can be seen from Figure 4 and Table 2 that three control strategies ensure that the hovercraft follows the desired path with high performance, and the FTESO-based, safety-guaranteed compensation backstepping (FTESO-SGCB) method performs better than the FTESO-based PID (FTESO-PID) and the FTESO-based TSM (FTESO-TSM) methods under the model uncertainties and external ocean disturbances. With the adjustment of the controllers in three situations, they all can approach the generated desired path and follow the virtual hovercraft’s motion. It can be seen from Figure 5 and Table 2 that the controller proposed is effective and guarantees that whether following a straight line or a quasi-circle path, all error signals can converge to an arbitrarily small region near the origin within finite time and the presented controllers have faster convergence speed, higher tracking accuracy, and stronger robustness than the PID controller and the TSM controller. The curves of the sway velocity and yaw angular velocity during navigation are shown in Figure 6a. It is worth noting that the drift angle is restrained to stay within safety limits in real-time under the proposed controllers in Figure 6a. The control inputs are presented in Figure 6b. Figure 7a shows that the hovercraft’s velocities can track the expected velocity generated by the three relative controllers, whereas the convergence time of the proposed control scheme is shorter than those of the other two. The yaw angle and reference yaw angle are displayed in Figure 7b. The uncertainties and the corresponding estimation values are depicted in Figure 8. All shown simulations and comparisons illustrate the superiority and robustness of the proposed method.

Under the action of the three controllers, the control accuracy range of the position tracking error between 300 s and 700 s, and the tracking errors, are depicted in Table 2. The proposed method performs better than the FTESO-based PID (FTESO-PID) and the FTESO-based TSM (FTESO-TSM) methods under the model uncertainties and external ocean disturbances. The proposed controller has the highest control accuracy and the error under is ultimately within the range of 0.30 m, 0.20 m, 0.01 knots, 0.04 knots, and 0.004 deg/s.
Figure 4. Path of the hovercraft.

Figure 5. (a) Tracking errors. (b) Along-track $x_e$ and cross-track $y_e$ errors.

Figure 6. (a) Rate of turning and drift angle of the hovercraft. (b) The control inputs $\tau_u$, $\tau_r$.

Figure 7. (a) The observation of $u$, $v$, $r$. (b) Yaw angle $\psi$ and reference yaw angle $\psi_d$. 
Figure 6. (a) Rate of turning and drift angle of the hovercraft. (b) The control inputs $u\tau$, $r\tau$.

Figure 7. (a) The observation of $uvr$. (b) Yaw angle $\psi$ and reference yaw angle $d\psi$.

Figure 8. Estimation performance of the proposed observer.

Table 2. Control accuracy of four different controllers.

| Controller   | $|x_e| (m)$ | $|y_e| (m)$ | $|e_u| (\text{knots})$ | $|e_v| (\text{knots})$ | $|e_r| (\text{deg/s})$ |
|--------------|------------|------------|-----------------------|-----------------------|-----------------------|
| FTESO-PID    | $\leq 0.60$ | $\leq 0.50$ | $\leq 1.10$           | $\leq 0.25$           | $\leq 0.05$           |
| FTESO-TSM    | $\leq 5.40$ | $\leq 3.80$ | $\leq 0.05$           | $\leq 0.14$           | $\leq 0.01$           |
| FTESO-SGCB   | $\leq 0.30$ | $\leq 0.20$ | $\leq 0.01$           | $\leq 0.04$           | $\leq 0.004$          |

6. Conclusions

In this paper, the safety-guaranteed, robust, nonlinear controller with FTESO is constructed for a hovercraft with unavailable velocity, unknown uncertainties containing the model, and external disturbances. The presented FTESO has been introduced to observe the unavailable velocities and unknown disturbances while converging to zero within finite time via the homogeneous theory; according to a line-of-sight (LOS) guidance law via the bounded-gain-forgetting (BGF) adaptive estimator, our method can obtain the reference yaw angle law and meet the requirement of finite time convergence. The proposed controllers can handle the problems of strong nonlinearity and complex model uncertainties for a hovercraft by combining with the observer. The safety-guaranteed auxiliary system can restrict the drift angle to be more stably constrained to the inside of the safety boundary, varying with time. Finally, the simulation results and comparisons have demonstrated the efficiency of the presented control scheme. In future works, the proposed method may be extended to a hovercraft model with four degrees of freedom while considering various safety constraints. Additionally, the proposed method may be utilized in a safety-guaranteed control formation plan with other performance standards required for autonomous surface vessels; this will be considered in future research.
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